OPTIMIZE SECURITY
PRO-WATCH® INTELLIGENT
COMMAND
A unified security solution for total situational awareness.
Pro-Watch Intelligent Command by Honeywell is a powerful platform transforming
security and taking the Pro-Watch Integrated Security Suite (ISS) to new levels.
Intelligent Command combines access control and video management in a single,
intuitive view to optimize security situational awareness and make properties
more secure.

FEATURES AT A
GLANCE
Remote Accessibility
• Web-based application
• System health dashboards
• Building safety compliance
dashboards
• Customized salvos and
priority sequencing
Rapid Incident Response
• Customizable workflows
• Attach and export evidence
• Mobile app supported
• Search and Filter functionality for
priotized alarms management
• 12+ local languages
Robust Map Navigation
• Connected security
across geolocations
• GIS online map support
including OpenStreetMap
• Multi-layered floor plans support
Centralized Device Management
• Bulk camera firmware update
• Bulk password
maintenance update
• Role-based operator privileges

PRO-WATCH
INTELLIGENT COMMAND
SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS
Pro-Watch Intelligent
Command is a webbased application that increases the
number of local or remote thin-client
users exponentially, thus helping
organizations achieve total situational
awareness anytime, anywhere.
Safeguarding occupants and
streamlining processes in the event
of a triggered incident are critical
requirements for any enterprise.
Pro-Watch Intelligent Command equips
security operators with instant visibility
and insight to handle any situation with
customizable incident workflows and
high-priority alarm notifications in Alarm
Management view or on GIS maps.
By leveraging Honeywell video analytics
and metadata with the ability to search
for and use filters for key alarm triggers,
operators will experience a positive
transformation in their daily productivity.

MAPS & ALARMS
Security operators can
have the satisfaction of
quick situation response
time with live video or instant playback,
and also customizable salvo views to
ensure the most vulnerable locations are
under surveillance at all times.
GIS map functionality provides the
ability to capture and analyze spatial
and geographical data, while building
floor-plan maps allow for easy location
awareness within the building’s
structural layout.
Furthermore, automatic notification
of alarms in Maps provides a
visual location and understanding
of the security threat, which
allows for immediate response
and communication of precise
coordinates to the authorities for
remediation. Additionally, incidents can
be easily exported to relevant authorities
and bulk firmware and password
updates are supported on cameras to
save valuable operator time.

THE POWER OF PRO-WATCH INTELLIGENT COMMAND
Pro-Watch Intelligent Command is designed for organizations with multi-geo
locations who need wide area and high-density surveillance coverage to monitor,
protect and mitigate security risks. Productivity and area security coverage is
optimized through Pro-Watch Intelligent Command’s thin-client remote access
that helps to also lower operational costs.
Seamless situational awareness and safety simplification with user-friendly map
navigation capabilities, rapid response incident workflows and intuitive system
health dashboards makes Pro-Watch Intelligent Command the desired integrated
security solution of today and for the future.
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MANAGE
SECURITY
WITH EASE
Pro-Watch Intelligent
Command offers intuitive
features that enables security to be
easily managed. Various dashboards and
tools are provided to efficiently monitor
and manage the systems’ overall health
as well as administer centralized device
management of passwords and firmware
updates simultaneously across multiple
devices.
Pro-Watch Intelligent Command takes
security to a new level now and for the
future as it brings together the latest
technologies and advanced analytics to
secure business operation, people and
property.

